Review of algorithms for monitoring urban traffic in smart cities
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Abstract

Urban traffic, as a complex socio technical system, is one of the most challenging issues for monitoring in urban environments. It becomes one of the main concerns in smart cities. Recently, urban traffic monitoring attracted both researchers from academia and practitioners from variety of technical and social sciences. Although several specific solutions have been proposed and implemented in the practice, there is a need to provide comprehensive literature reviews to reveal recent publishing trends, areas of research, and point out possible further research directions. This paper presents a literature review of algorithms for monitoring urban traffic in smart cities, based on the recommendations for conducting systematic literature reviews. The objectives of the presented literature review are to inquire which types of algorithms are used for monitoring urban traffic, and which segments of urban traffic are monitored. Results of the presented review contribute to the general knowledge base on urban traffic and can be used as starting point for further review studies on specific algorithms or areas in urban traffic. In addition, presented results can serve as a starting point in finding possible solutions to specific problems in practice.
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1 Introduction

Increased number of studies dealing with traffic monitoring in urban environments cause publishing of literature reviews about some specific aspects, such as classification of vehicles by using intelligent monitoring systems [1], vision-based monitoring of road intersections [2], urban traffic monitoring by using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) [3], urban traffic congestion monitoring [4], and shortest path algorithms for monitoring and management urban traffic [5].

Based on inquiring existing literature and own research experience, one of the problems in smart cities is the creation of noise caused by traffic on city roads, because such roads pass through urban settlements, near hospitals, schools, and cultural monuments [6]. Studies on road traffic monitoring and eliminating traffic noise using Dijkstra and Floyd-Warshall algorithms for monitoring and navigating traffic in smart cities have recently attracted attention and popularity [7]. Important challenge in smart cities is also air pollution in road traffic in urban areas [8].

Many published papers deal with real-time parking monitoring solutions and detecting irregularities when parking vehicles using UAVs or drones. In smart cities, drones are used for the purpose of remote image collection during flight. One of the roles of drones is to detect irregularities in vehicle parking, manage parking spaces and impose penalties in case of parking violations [9]. Parking monitoring systems are based on real-time visual information.

One of the mostly researched segments of urban traffic relates to congestions. The literature
review for urban traffic congestion monitoring presents smart route planning systems and navigation systems to avoid traffic jams in smart cities. Deshmukh et al. [11] suggested alternative routes that avoid traffic jams using devices built into cars. The system enables smart route planning and navigation systems to avoid traffic jams in smart cities by suggesting to drivers the shortest way to travel to save time and fuel.

Terroso-Sáenz et al. [11] proposed an architecture for the use of external data sources to detect traffic jams. The architecture is suitable for distributed traffic information systems and uses complex event processing technology to detect congestion on the highway. Xu et al. [12] proposed two methods for estimating bus travel time using the average T-window and the average N-window, as well as the congestion indicator. Estimation methods do not support vehicles moving in spare lanes.

Bauza et al. [13] presented a traffic congestion detection technique based on communication between vehicles and fuzzy logic. The technique does not involve the use of sensors to detect traffic congestion. Leontiadis et al. [14] in their paper proposed a way to collect data on traffic jams and redirect vehicles accordingly.

The shortest path algorithms are used to monitor and manage traffic to guide the driver along the shortest route to the final destination, which results in a reduction in the total cost of setting up traffic networks [5]. The shortest path is represented by using graph theory.

There are several types of shortest path algorithms [15]: Dijkstra algorithm, Floyd-Warshall algorithm, Bellman-Ford algorithm, and Genetic algorithm. One of the most well-known algorithms for shorter paths is the Dijkstra algorithm, which has proven to be reliable in solving the problem of single-source graphs, directed and non-directed graphs [16]. Dijkstra algorithm in some cases of traffic congestion, do not suggest the shortest path.

Based on the previous considerations, the main objective of this paper is to review use of algorithms for monitoring urban traffic in smart cities. The second section presents our review methodology and results, while the third one contains discussions of results, constraints, and benefits. Concluding remarks and future research directions are presented in the last section.

2 Review methodology

The review study was designed based on guidelines for systematic literature reviews [17][18], but with appropriate simplifications as the study is a preliminary review. These simplifications are reflected in planning and conducting phase of the study in which some activities are simplified or excluded (e.g., judging the quality of the primary studies).

Design of the literature review study is presented in Figure 1. Three main phases of the presented literature review are:

- **Planning.** It includes activities necessary for planning all further activities. The most important steps are determining research questions, identification of the search keywords, identification of digital libraries in which the search will be conducted, as well as proposal of inclusion/exclusion criteria for studies.
- **Conducting.** This is the main phase in review. The activities are planned in the first phase of the study (planning). It includes searching for primary studies, appliance of inclusion/exclusion criteria, identification of primary studies and aggregation of findings based on the proposed research questions.
- **Reporting.** This is the last phase in which all relevant details of the study are reported.

![Fig. 1. Design of the literature review study](image)

2.1 Planning

The research question proposed for this review are based on the main objective of this paper to review algorithms for monitoring urban traffic in smart cities. The following research questions are determined:
RQ1: Which types of algorithms are used for monitoring urban traffic?

RQ2: Which segments of urban traffic are monitored?

Based on the proposed research questions the following keywords for search are proposed: "urban traffic" and "monitoring algorithms". For the search are used Google Scholar and IEEE Xplore digital library because majority of the identified search result are listed in IEEE Xplore. Composed search string is:

"urban traffic" AND "monitoring algorithms"

Inclusion criteria for the selection of the studies used for further detailed analysis are: the study presents monitoring algorithm for urban traffic environment, the study is written in English language, the study is published in refereed journal or international conference or it is master or PhD thesis. Studies written in other languages are excluded, as well as studies for which full text is not available.

2.2 Conducting

The search for studies was performed on Google Scholar and IEEE Xplore, and it includes the period from 2012 to 2022, which ensures that the studies selected for further analysis are up to date and present the recent development in the field of research.

All identified studies are analyzed based on the proposed research questions. The selection process included analysis abstract, keywords, and introduction section of the collected papers. In some cases, when it was necessary, the whole papers were analyzed. After the analysis and implementation of the inclusion/exclusion criteria, 15 relevant studies are selected and presented in Table 1. In Table 1 are also listed used algorithms and segments of urban traffic. These studies are called Primary Studies (PS).

2.3 Reporting

In this subsection findings of the detailed literature review are presented. The findings are organized based on the proposed research questions.

RQ1: Which types of algorithms are used for monitoring urban traffic?

Different types of algorithms are used for monitoring traffic in urban environments. In some cases, the authors called them algorithms, methods, approaches, or procedures, which is the subject for another research. The following types of algorithms are used for monitoring: (1) multi-UAVs traffic monitoring with computation offloading/sharing policy [PS01], (2) map-based monitoring and management of object movement [PS02], (3) computer vision [PS04][PS11], (4) inertial reference data based algorithm for trajectory reconstruction and estimation and event detection [PS05], (5) neural network [PS03], (6) digraphs based recovery methods to estimate road delays and congestion [PS07], (7) Inertial Measurement Unit based estimation [PS06], (8) route planning algorithm based on spatial visualization, spatial navigation and spatial thinking [PS08], (9) algorithm based on position of magnetoresistive sensors [PS09], (10) Genetic Algorithm [PS10], (11) intelligent agents with behaviour-based model [PS12], (12) network tomography [PS13], (13) Kullback-Leibler distance (KLD) and exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) procedure [PS14], and (14) range filtering on three orthogonal planes [PS15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Study</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Segment of urban traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
RQ2: Which segments of urban traffic are monitored?

Variety of urban traffic segments were investigated in primary studies. Majority of studies implement different types of algorithms for monitoring road traffic [PS01][PS02][PS03][PS04][PS05][PS06][PS07]. Other segments of urban traffic in which monitoring algorithms were applied are: (1) smart parking [PS02], (2) transportation fleets management [PS02], (3) warnings management [PS02], (4) traffic congestion management [PS04][PS14], (5) public transportation [PS08], (6) autonomous vehicles [PS09], (7) vehicle routing [PS10][PS13], (8) road intersection monitoring [PS11], (9) movement of pedestrians and vehicles [PS12], and (10) detection of smoky vehicles [PS15]. Detailed insight int the selected primary studies revealed that road traffic monitoring is the most challenging and the most researched segment because some studies classified into other specific segments (e.g., traffic congestion management or vehicle routing) also target specific aspect of road traffic management.

3 Discussion

Presented findings in the previous section indicate that different types of algorithms, based on variety of computing and visualization techniques, are used for monitoring different segments of urban traffic. However, majority of studies are focused on specific aspects of urban road traffic monitoring.

Although presented review lists variety of monitoring algorithms, there is a need for conducting a more comprehensive and detailed review of studies based on which a more detailed systematization or taxonomy of used algorithms can be produced. This is treated as a limitation of this study conducted as a preliminary literature review. This limitation will be addressed in further research.

Despite the stated constraint related to the scope and depth of the review, there are some benefits of it. The first is the presentation of a review methodology that can be used for small scale review studies to get quick preliminary results and ideas for further research. The second is initial review of algorithms that can be considered in designing empirical studies related to traffic management.

4 Conclusion

Monitoring of traffic in urban environments is challenge for both research and practical studies because of increased population and detection of variety of problems in urban environments. This study provides a preliminary review of algorithms that can be used for monitoring traffic in urban environments, as well as a review of possible segments in which algorithms can be applied.

Further research will be directed in many directions. The first one is more detailed and systematic literature review aimed at creating systematization or taxonomy of monitoring algorithms. This review will also include search in other scientific databases and libraries such as Scopus, ScienceDirect, Wiley, and Springer.
The next extension of the research can include inquiry of other interesting aspects of monitoring urban traffic, such as review of used technologies, review of used architecture styles in proposed monitoring systems, and review of consequences of implementing monitoring systems. In addition, development of specific algorithms and systems for monitoring specific segments of urban traffic (e.g., identification of congested areas in the city using a fleet of drones) is promising research direction.
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